
HAPPY Aside from all the difficulties and obstacles imposed on his way by the

guardians of the establishment, the documenting subject is very happy about the

achievements of his own work.

RESISTING  The  documenting  practice,  with  his  life  project,  makes  an  act  of

resistance to the tendency of dehumanization enacted by the technical society. In

this respect, his project becomes the manifesto through which he stands up to his

being a prolific human, rather than a socially repressed one. He here demonstrates

how to cop with technology by setting his own parameters which inevitably comes

from it, avoiding to take direct part to the social machine.

AUTHENTIC As all the technology accelerated creations gets somewhat arbitrary, by

carrying his practice over an extended period of time without acceleration, the

documenting subject shapes if not an authentic product, his life itself to be

authentic.

UNDER-THE-SUN The documenting subject avoids closed artificial environments and

allows attempts to carry out his philosophy outdoor and particularly when and

where the weather consents making himself really willing to go back to his native

village where such conditions can be perfectly met.

SACRALIZING  With  the  filing  of  public  spaces,  for  instance,  the  documenting

subject finds in the profane places of commerce and power the absolute perspective

point typical instead of the holly like churches, restructuring then based on his

perspective the blaspheme back into the spiritual.

ACCULTURATED Particular instances of the project, particularly the meta parts of

the  project  shows  the  documenting  subject  interplay  of  absorbing  culture  and

processing it through a variety of media practices.

SAINT As much as there is a tendency for the documenting subject to pervert

himself, there is an equal counter tendency to let all go and get purified by

attempting something elevated.

BROAD Avoiding any specialization, the documenting subject starts from a complete

mapping of the possibility to then carry them out all together under a long

process in which the map also enlarges with new possibilities added at separate

layers of separate levels.


